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Abstract. Precision agriculture is a subsystem of sustainable and ecological agriculture systems, but also for

the intensive agriculture system. The main factors serving precision agriculture are the increase in soil variation

combined with the advent of technologies such as global satellite navigation systems, geographic information

systems and microcomputers. In recent years, farmers have gained access to new technologies through the use

of GPS-Global Positioning System and Decision Support Systems, which were previously a monopoly of the
military arsenal, are now new computerized technologies in the modern civilian world.
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1.INTRODUCTION

Precision agriculture uses advanced

technologies to carry out agricultural

works, but it cannot characterize the

ensemble formed by an agricultural

system in its own right. Precision

agriculture is a subsystem of sustainable

and ecological agriculture systems, but

also for the intensive agriculture system.

[1,2,3,5]

Productivity and efficiency are key

terms in agriculture modern. Only those

who successfully implement these

principles in agriculture will survive in a

market climate oscillating and uncertain

political conditions and will lay a lasting

foundation for future generations.

Therefore, due to the use of

information and technology, the following

can be achieved:

monitoring the works on each plot;

guidance or self-guidance in the field;

precision for the executed works

Precision agriculture includes a set of

technologies that combine sensors,

information systems, modern machines

and high-performance management to

increase the production obtained.

In the future, in order to ensure the

supply of food, adequate and quality

quantities are required, in addition the

ability to monitor food products in

productions through processing, storage

and retail offers the opportunity to respond

to changing market conditions, to provide

food for a correct and healthy nutrition.

Precision agriculture emerged in the

mid-1980s as a way to apply the correct

treatment to the right place at the right

time.

The main factors serving precision

agriculture are the increase in soil

variation combined with the advent of

technologies such as global satellite

navigation systems, geographic

information systems and microcomputers.

[11]

The purpose of precision farming is to

identify differences on soil characteristics

and the yield that can be obtained in

different areas of a field and react

according to requirements.

Precision farming begins with

identifying the conditions variables in a

field. Fertilizer spread and rate sowing can

then be adapted according to this

information. Productivity mapping allows

efficient monitoring of the success of on-

site management systems. And mapping

soil allows plowing according to specific

conditions (adjustment working depth

Components of precision

agriculture[4,6]

Simulation models, decision support

systems (DSS) and geographic

informatics system (GIS);

Remote sensing and global positioning

system (GPS);
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Production maps and precision

application of chemicals.

Precision agriculture aims to optimize the

use of soil, water and chemical inputs

(fertilizers and pesticides) on specific

local bases and has as objectives: [13]

Obtaining large and quality

productions;

Optimizing profits;

Full realization of environmental

protection;

Increasing the durability of agricultural

systems;

Reduction of the production price per

unit of product.

Information technology has had a

substantial impact on agriculture, in

particular through the use of global

positioning systems (GPS) in combination

with GIS tools.

Potentially, the factors that influence crop

productivity can be identified, mapped,

and used to provide an implemented

solution. Precision agriculture paves the

way to better manage the variations in

which previously, in terms of treatments,

a field was normally assumed to be

homogeneous.

Precision agriculture uses spatial

databases within field, environmental and

management variables in order to

maximize production across the entire

field.

2. TECHNICAL SYSTEMS

USED IN PRECISION

AGRICULTURE

An overall management a field inevitably

reduces yield. Therefore, a good one

understanding the type of soil in each area

of a field and the yield that can be obtained

are essential factors for a precision

agriculture. Soil mapping provides

detailed information on the conditions of

each place and distribution

their spatial in the field.

Advantages:

• Exact information about variable

conditions

• Information on potential

productivity

• Details about soil composition

• Basis for application maps and

potential maps

• A one-time investment

Soil mapping used in agriculture is a

method of identifying soil structure using

high resolution solutions. spatial. A

ground scanner measures electrical

conductivity apparent appearance of the

soil, which is mainly influenced by the

texture his.

The advantages of the floor scanner are

obvious:

• Precise delimitation of different

soil areas

• Fast and reliable information on

the variable conditions of ground

• Light vehicles can move in the

field in a way efficiently

transporting the scanner without

damaging the crop

• Soil conductivity maps can be

used for accurate planning of soil

sampling or works site-specific

sowing

Figure 1. EM conductivity measurement

38.

For areas with different potential

productivity are used different amounts of

basic nutrients. Thus, sampling soil

provides a lot of information about that

place and serves as a basis for detailed

planning of strategies cultivation. Soil

sampling by area gives you information

about the supply of nutrients for each area.

These areas forms the basis of subsequent

application maps. During the stage
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planning focuses on the specific takeover

of samples from specially selected areas,

taking into account

calculation of certain predefined

parameters. Sampling method it is chosen

according to the situation, for each farm

The modern method of soil sampling

must meet many requirements and has all

the qualities to you help you meet them:

• For sampling planning (dynamic grid)

are taken in calculation of variable soil

conditions

• GPS assisted sampling, using light

vehicles in the course of your normal

activities within FARMS

• Samples are analyzed in accredited

laboratories

• Analysis data is processed for import

into the field file, in digital and graphic

format, in the form

• farm overview map (A0, printed)

• Direct use of soil sampling results for

various applications

Starting from sowing, it is important to

take them into account variable farm

conditions. They are recommended

different sowing rates because there may

be differences of germination conditions

and productivity potential.

Most farmers are already changing the

sowing rate for different fields. Sowing

maps can now be used to respond to these

variations. These maps are created on

based on information such as soil maps or

measurements EM 38, and the sowing rate

is automatically adjusted according to

position in the field.

The results of the soil analysis together

with the division corresponding to areas

provides important data for spreading the

basic fertilizer and amending the soil with

limestone. The technical implementation

is simple, the economic benefits are

related to the characteristics of the site: the

larger they are differences in nutrient

supply, with the greater the possible

savings.

Precision agriculture uses interactive

systems, which include remote sensing,

computer systems, digital cartographic

data, software and applications in the

fields of SIG/GIS, data and information

agrometeorology, pedology,

agrochemistry, phytotechnics, etc., GPS

receivers mounted on agricultural

equipment.

The space component, offered

elements that come from GPS and

GLONASS positioning satellites and that

provide accurate location of sensors

placed on agricultural equipment, as well

as from remote sensing satellites, which

provide the appropriate imaging support

to multispectral analysis of phenological

phases (phenophases) related to the

evolution of plants in culture. [3]

The CROP SENSOR (Figure2)uses a

active measurement with four LEDs, high

performance. These LEDs provide the

possibility to use the sensor for 24 hours a

day because the system is not affected by

the level ambient light or daylight hours.

For this reason no system calibration is

required. Operating at a frequency of 10 -

800 measurements per second, the system

covers a range wide range of unsaturated

measurements, depending on the

conditions of medium. Due to the high

measurement frequency, it can perform

several measurements for individual areas

of plants, creating an extremely accurate

picture of the condition of the plants in in

accordance with the measured values.

Fig.2. The CROP SENSOR

In AUTO mode, CROP SENSOR

performs for the operator all calibration

processes. Automatic single calibration

point calculates the average for the harvest

and the optimal range of adjustment for all
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types of crops and treatments. So, setting

and calibration errors and the operator are

avoided you just have to define the

application rate and the limits upper and

lower

Productivity measurement and

mapping is another how to record the

different characteristics of a

field,facilitating the planning of future

sowing strategies and fertilization.(Fig.3)

The AGRI4CAST (Figure 4) system

has been developed and is running in order

to ensure the production forecasts of crops

at European level in a timely manner. This

system is capable of monitoring the

evolution of annual crops (cereals, oil,

protein crops, sugar beet, potatoes,

pastures, rice) including the short-term

effects of meteorological phenomena on

yields, crops and can provide annual

forecasts of European crop yields

Fig.3. Mapping production / ha.
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Figure 4 Examples of AGRI4CAST interpolated meteorological data [17]

The MATRIX™ 570G system
(Figure 5) is a system for guiding the

machine and measuring the farm surfaces.

This system is made of the following

components:

• Console
The Matrix 570g is designed to operate

in typical agricultural operating

conditions. A hermetic casing combined

with rubber caps for all connectors

provides protection against dust

• Room "Real View"
The camera TeeJet Technologies

RealView captures images to display on

the device screen. The camera can be

positioned forwards to allow RealView

orientation over video, or it can be

positioned to view other operational

aspects of the equipment. The camera is

equipped with a flexible support, sun

guards and infrared lighting, which allows

clear video even in low light conditions.

3.CONCLUSIONS

The requirements of modern agriculture

are related to high productivity and

efficiency. The reduction of costs, the

reduction of working time and the security

of control over agricultural activities in

their globality are the essential factors of
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Figure 5– MATRIX Device

profitability and competitiveness, both

internally and externally.

GPS technology used in agriculture

helps to maximize productivity, better

control over input costs (herbicides, plant

protection products, chemical fertilizers,

seeds, fuel, etc.) and optimize profit.

The systems for tracking the

agricultural fleet allow the location in real

time or according to a history, of the

agricultural machines and of the

employees who use them, from any

computer or phone connected to the

Internet.

Reports on working time and fuel

consumption are generated. Fuel

consumption is monitored by a catcher

installed in the tank of the machine; in

case of exceeding a consumption

threshold, an SMS will be sent to the

predetermined persons.
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